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Accommodation accounts for one of the biggest expenses while traveling, and deciding where to stay is often
confusing and time-consuming. Fortunately, travelers have more options than ever before because of the sub
stantial growth of the peer-to-peer (P2P) short-term rentals in the sharing economy. Designing a user-friendly
system that considers travelers’ preferences in choosing the right accommodation can enhance customer sa
tisfaction and increase profitability. We propose a dynamic decision support system based on the theory of multicriteria decision making to assist travelers in personalizing their preferences and finding quality accommoda
tions in the dominant P2P market that aligns with those preferences. We use the fuzzy best-worst method to
measure the intensity of the user’s preferences and the fuzzy technique for order of preference by similarity to
the ideal solution (TOPSIS) to score and evaluate alternative P2P rental properties. We present a case study in
the P2P rental accommodations industry to demonstrate the applicability of the method proposed in this study.

1. Introduction
The leading businesses advancing the concept of sharing economy
are no longer newcomers. The hospitality and tourism industry has
been dramatically affected by the emergence of peer-to-peer (P2P)
rental accommodations in the sharing economy (Rianthong et al.,
2016). The P2P companies such as Airbnb and HomeAway are a pop
ular online marketplace for guests to rent homes or rooms according to
their individual preferences. The main advantage of these alternatives
for guests is the possibility to find affordable accommodation in areas
where hotel rooms are costly or hard to find. These companies collect
feedback from guests and provide an overall average score of the pre
vious customer ratings, often in the form of one to five stars
(Narangajavana and Hu, 2008). Customers are also encouraged to leave
their opinions or criticisms in the form of short comments. Some
companies such as HotelsCombined, Booking.com, Hotles.com, Love
Home Swap, Expedia, and Eroomsplus use multi-criteria scoring sys
tems based on customers’ feedback. This feature allows visitors and
potential customers to choose alternatives that are closer to their ideal

vacation home. Booking.com has gone one step further by filtering
customers’ comments based on keywords such as location, parking,
convenience, and accessibility, among others (Mariani and Borghi,
2018). Despite the recent technological advances in the P2P platforms,
no dynamic system has been developed for ranking alternative ac
commodations based on travelers’ preferences. The main purpose of
this study is to fill this technological gap by developing a dynamic
decision support system (DSS) to rank alternative P2P accommodations
according to the travelers’ preferences.
We propose a dynamic DSS grounded in the theory of multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) to assist travelers in utilizing their pre
ferences when looking for quality accommodation in the P2P market.
Evaluating P2P accommodations are often difficult for tourists and
travelers. Although various recommendation systems have been de
veloped over the last decade to help travelers with choosing a place to
stay, these systems rarely consider individual traveler’s preferences
(Ramzan et al., 2019; Young et al., 2017; Hsu et al., 2012; Loh et al.,
2003). Most interactions with the P2P platforms involve sorting and
filtering data or database queries. The system returns all the sorted or
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filtered choices that are related to given queries and overwhelms the
travelers with a large number of accommodation alternatives. It is also
difficult to evaluate alternatives based on textual reviews, votes, ratings
or the number of video views. Searching for the most valuable and
relevant content among a large amount of information is often as hard
as looking for a needle in a haystack for travelers. The online searches
of the P2P platforms for suitable accommodations have become timeconsuming due to the presence of a huge amount of online information.
In response, some tourism systems and companies have used im
portance-performance analysis (IPA) proposed by Martilla and James
(1977) to simultaneously analyze attribute performance and attribute
importance in relation to the overall performance in the tourism in
dustry (e.g., Deng, 2007; Enright and Newton, 2004). Most often, IPA is
used to depict various attributes of recreational facilities or travel
destinations on a grid with two dimensions where the importance of
each attribute and user satisfaction are plotted on the vertical and
horizontal axes, respectively (Oh, 2001). Although IPA has been a va
luable tool in the tourism industry, previous studies have identified
several important shortcomings with this method. Matzler et al. (2004)
show IPA is grounded in two erroneous assumptions. The facts that
attribute importance and attribute performance are independent, and
the relationship between attribute performance and overall customer
satisfaction is symmetrical, are simplistic and impractical assumptions.
Oh (2001) and Ryan and Huyton (2002) have demonstrated the re
lationship between attribute importance, and attribute performance is
causal. Furthermore, Ting and Chen (2002) and Matzler et al. (2003)
have demonstrated the relationship between attribute performance and
overall customer satisfaction is asymmetrical. In addition to the faulty
representation in IPA, Bacon (2003) and Abalo et al. (2007) also con
firm that the estimated levels of importance in IPA are confusing as the
rates and ranks are often very high.
We use the fuzzy best-worst method (BWM) to measure the strength
of the user’s preferences and the fuzzy technique for order of preference
by similarity to the ideal solution (TOPSIS) to evaluate the alternative
P2P rental properties according to the travelers’ preferences. The fuzzy
BWM method has been used to weight the criteria because it has a low
number of pairwise comparisons and high consistency (Kannan et al.,
2020) and TOPSIS has been used for the ranking purpose because
TOPSIS has:

The P2P properties are generally more expensive in neighborhoods with
a low crime rate. In contrast, some criteria such as price and rating
scores are compatible since the P2P properties with high rating scores
are generally more expensive than properties with low rating scores.
Rating scores have a direct impact on consumer purchase decisions and
represent a formidable value for the P2P economy. Several studies have
confirmed that higher rating scores translate into price markups
(Chattopadhyay and Kumar Mitra, 2020; Yang et al., 2019; Gibbs et al.,
2018; Chen and Xie, 2017; Liang et al., 2017; Wang and Nicolau, 2017).
Although various recommendation systems have been developed
over the last decade to help travelers with choosing a place to stay,
these systems do not consider individual traveler’s preferences. Besides,
most interactions with the P2P platforms involve information retrieval
and searches for the accommodations that match a given query. The
system then returns a large number of accommodation alternatives that
are related to the query. It is often hard for travelers to find the most
valuable and relevant accommodation among a large number of op
tions. The integrated fuzzy BWM-TOPSIS method measures the in
tensity of the user’s preferences and evaluates the alternative P2P rental
properties according to the travelers’ preferences. In addition, we pre
sent a real-world case study of a P2P rental accommodation company to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework and DSS with
a prototype enhanced with what-if analysis capabilities in a dynamic
environment. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the literature on sharing economy and MCDM
selection methods. In Section 3, we present the details of the framework
proposed in this study. We present our case study in Section 4 and
conclude with our conclusions in Section 5.
2. Literature review
In this section, we present an overview of the literature on the
sharing economy (P2P accommodation platforms and P2P selection
factors) and MCDM selection methods (best-worst method and TOPSIS
method).
2.1. Sharing economy
The sharing economy is a socio-economic model built around the
sharing of physical and intellectual resources through technology in
many industries, including hospitality, transportation, retailing, en
tertainment, media, and communication (Mauri et al., 2018; Mody
et al., 2019a). The sharing economy stimulates sustainable consump
tion and promotes a cultural shift from the ownership of resources to
sharing resources (Cheng and Foley, 2018; Leismann et al., 2013; Yang
et al., 2019). The sharing economy has greatly influenced the tourism
and hospitality industry over the past few years as the need for efficient
value distribution and social connection fuel the rapid growth of this
economic model (Cheng, 2016).
The rapid expansion of the sharing economy has changed the ac
commodations industry. In addition to Airbnb, several short-term rental
players now offer over a million listings, and investments are pouring
in. In the new economy, short-term rental space and lodging through
platforms such as Airbnb is an alternative to offset the cost of ownership
and maintenance (Akbar and Tracogna, 2018; Mody et al., 2019b).
Instead of ownership, the consumers in sharing economy platforms rely
on collaborative consumption. In the short-term rental business model,
the accommodation company maintains an inventory and matches
owners with renters and, more specifically, hosts with guests (Cheng
et al., 2019). This business model has significantly changed travel
patterns by reducing accommodation costs and providing a meaningful
social connection with locals. An online P2P marketplace in the hos
pitality and tourism industry comprises consumers who transact di
rectly with sellers through the marketplace platform maintained by a
third party. The transactions between the consumers and sellers in P2P
marketplaces involves economic risks. Reputation mechanisms are

(i) the fewest rank reversals among the most widely used MCDM
methods according to simulation comparisons (Zanakis et al.,
1998),
(ii) the capability to visually represent the performance measures of
all alternatives on attributes on a polyhedron (Shih et al., 2007),
(iii) a scalar value that concurrently considers both the best and worst
alternatives (Shih et al., 2007),
(iv) a utility-based foundation capable of comparing each alternative
directly in the evaluation matrices (Cheng et al., 2002),
(v) a sound logical framework that mimics the human choice ratio
nale (Shih et al., 2007),
(vi) the ability to identify the best alternative quickly and efficiently
(Parkan and Wu, 1999), and
(vii) a straight-forward calculation process that is comprehendible and
can be easily implemented with a spreadsheet (Shih et al., 2007).
The DSS proposed in this study is designed to assist travelers in
customizing their preferences when looking for quality accommodation
in the P2P market. The travelers are presented with a multitude of
economic criteria (e.g., price, refund policy), evaluation criteria (e.g.,
rating score, rating history, review volume), distance criteria (e.g.,
closeness to the city center, closeness to the airport), neighborhood
criteria (e.g., population, crime rate), and property criteria (e.g., pet
friendliness, parking). They can then customize their selection criteria
by choosing multiple and compatible/conflicting criteria. Conflicting
criteria, such as price and crime rate, are typical in evaluating options.
2
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developed to manage these risks and encourage trust among the con
sumers and sellers (Ert and Fleischer, 2019). Xie et al. (2019) have
emphasized the importance of trust-building mechanisms in P2P shortterm rental platforms.
Zhu et al. (2019) show guests regard online ratings and reviews as
important information sources in P2P accommodation decisions. They
argue online ratings and reviews signal not only effective P2P operation
and management but also facilitate favorable word of mouth that has a
positive impact on online accommodation bookings. The online reviews
of the seller by consumers are the most common reputation mechanism
(Ert et al., 2016). The readers should refer to Prayag and Ozanne
(2018); Sainaghi and Baggio (2019), and Belarmino and Koh (2020) for
a comprehensive review of P2P accommodation sharing research.
The research on user-generated content (such as online reviews) and
marketer-generated content (such as the description of goods or ser
vices) for P2P short-term rental show these contents have an enormous
impact on consumers’ purchasing decisions (Liang et al., 2020). MartinFuentes et al. (2018) indicate while P2P classification is usually com
posed of different criteria, price is the most important feature for pre
dicting an accommodation category, followed by rating score. Price and
rating scores are mutually important in the hospitality industry and
sharing economy. The rating scores and branded affiliations are widely
used in the hospitality industry as a quality signal to support pricing
decisions (Abrate et al., 2011; Thrane, 2005). These ratings are used to
help the seller synthesize information asymmetries into a single score to
frame a quality perception to potential customers before consumption.
However, the use of rating scores oversimplifies the quality measure by
assuming quality is a single-dimension measure (Archak et al., 2011).
Economic theory postulates quality as a multidimensional measure with
many attributes (Bowbrick, 2014). Lawani et al. (2019) applied a he
donic spatial autoregressive model to rental prices on Airbnb and found
the price is influenced by a multitude of factors (i.e., price range, travel
purpose, accompanied people, and expectation before consumption
among others). In the absence of branded affiliations, in the sharing
economy, property owners must provide additional information to in
crease the attractiveness and guests’ satisfaction before consumption, as
suggested in the model proposed in this study. The prospective users
have the ability to customize their selection criteria and evaluate the
available properties in a market according to their selected criteria
before consumption.

term sets to summarize reviews statistically. They used a cloud model
and two information fusion tools based on the Heronian mean operator
to deal with probabilistic linguistic information. Nave et al. (2018)
proposed a DSS with two different dashboards for text mining and
sentimental analysis to structure online reviews to help managers de
velop new opportunities aligned with travelers’ expectations. Wang
et al. (2020) developed a bounded rationality behavioral DSS with
fuzzy information to address hotel selection problems for different
travelers (i.e., business, couples, families, friends, and solo) based on
key criteria and their importance weights.
Ahani et al. (2019) studied the important factors for accommoda
tion selection based on previous travelers’ reviews and developed in
tegrated soft computing and MCDM method to determine the satisfac
tion and preferences among travelers that affect their decision in
selecting a suitable travel accommodation. Ramzan et al. (2019) pro
posed an intelligent method for dealing with large heterogeneous data
to satisfy the needs of the potential travelers by proposing a colla
borative filtering recommendation approach. They combined semantic
analysis, syntax analysis, and lexical analysis to understand sentiment
towards accommodation features and the traveler type (solo, family,
couple, etc.). P2P accommodation platforms require multiple interac
tions between travelers and providers. Park and Tussyadiah (2019)
studied the trust between travelers and providers and provided im
portant suggestions and recommendations for trust formation in the
P2P accommodation rental marketplace.
2.1.2. P2P selection factors
Previous research has identified various attributes such as value,
socialization, communication, authentic experience, and community
used by guests for P2P accommodation selection (Guttentag, 2015;
Tussyadiah, 2016; Tussyadiah and Pesonen, 2016). Tussyadiah and
Zach (2017) used cluster analysis and analyzed P2P accommodation
reviews. They identified service, facility, comfort, location, and feel
welcome as the most widely considered accommodation attributes in
the P2P market. Even though the essential services provided by P2P
accommodations are similar to hotels, there are no standard quality
classifications or star ratings across the P2P accommodation industry.
Besides, there are significant differences between hotels and P2P ac
commodations. For example, while the location is one of the most im
portant attributes in hotel selection (Lockyer, 2004), it is not sig
nificantly important in P2P accommodation selection (Tussyadiah,
2016). Although the attributes identified in these studies are somewhat
comparable, knowledge of attributes used by guests to evaluate P2P
accommodation is very limited (Tussyadiah and Zach, 2017). In gen
eral, the number of P2P accommodation selection attributes exceed
those used for hotel selection (Guttentag and Smith, 2017). We studied
four major online short-term accommodation rental platforms (i.e.,
Airbnb, HomeAway, FlipKey, and Onefinestay) and identified the se
lection criteria used by each platform. As shown in Table 1, there are
some similarities and some differences between the accommodation
attributes used by the four major P2P accommodation platforms.

2.1.1. P2P accommodation platforms
An individual has dual roles as a guest (traveler) or host (provider)
inside the P2P accommodation platforms. The guest is the one who is
looking to gain access to rental accommodation, and the host is the one
who owns the rental accommodation and rents it out to the guest di
rectly or with the help of a mediator. A mediator is the third party
facilitating the transaction between a guest and a host in exchange for a
predefined part of the exchanged value. The P2P accommodation
platform uses the power of online computer information systems to
enable, facilitate, or mediate the sharing of rental accommodation be
tween guests and hosts. The P2P accommodation platforms are userfriendly web-based systems that use collaborative filtering to search,
review, and compare alternative accommodations to recommend to
guests. The goal of an accommodation platform is to help travelers find
the perfect listing—and help hosts find guests who are a great fit for
their rental accommodation.
Decision support models and algorithms for P2P accommodation
selection have drawn the interest of numerous researchers. The pro
blem is that the existing models cannot address the travelers’ pre
ferences on the importance of selection criteria. Alptekin and
Büyüközkan (2011) developed a web-based intelligent framework that
offers travelers a fast and reliable destination planning platform by
integrating a case-based reasoning system with the analytic hierarchy
process. Peng et al. (2018) developed a decision support model for
travelers utilizing online reviews by introducing probabilistic linguistic

2.2. MCDM selection methods
In this study, we use the fuzzy BWM to measure the intensity of the
user’s preferences and the TOPSIS to evaluate the alternative P2P ac
commodations according to the travelers’ preferences.
2.2.1. Best-worst method
The BWM is a simple but powerful MCDM method based on a sys
tematic pairwise comparison of the multiple and often conflicting cri
teria (Rezaei, 2015). The process starts by identifying the best and the
worst criteria among the criteria set in an MCDM problem. The best
criterion is the most important, and the worst criterion is the least
important criterion in a decision- making problem. Rezaei (2015)
suggests using the terms “best” and “worst” and states that “In an
3
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Table 1
Selection factors for major online short-term accommodation rental platforms.
Selection factor

Airbnb

HomeAway

FlipKey

Onefinestay

Price
Facilities/Amenities
Bedroom
House Rules
Cancellation
Accessibility
Property Type
Location
Family
Neighborhoods
Activities
Others

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

language
• Host
• Cleanliness
• Communication
• Check-in
• Accuracy
• Value
of place
• Type
book
• Instant
• Unique stays

• Safety
tour
• Virtual
reviews
• Property
options
• Booking
• Premier partner

✓

• Suitability
• Policies
types
• Rental
• Bathrooms

• Equipment

tourist satisfaction measurement (Martin et al., 2019), accommodation
selection (Peng et al., 2018), location selection (Ishizaka et al., 2013),
tourism destination assessment (Huang and Peng, 2012; Zhang et al.,
2011; Hsu et al., 2009), resort ranking (Tseng, 2011), and tourism
quality assessment (Benítez et al., 2007; Tsaur et al., 2002), among
others.
The BWM method has been integrated with TOPSIS to solve MCDM
problems in manufacturing (Sofuoğlu, 2020), green supplier selection
(Tian et al., 2018; Lo et al., 2018; Gupta and Barua, 2017), sustain
ability assessment (Nie et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2017), energy planning
(Omrani et al., 2018), performance measurement (Gupta, 2018), and
technology assessment (Serrai et al., 2017).

MCDM problem, a number of alternatives are evaluated with respect to
a number of criteria in order to select the best alternative(s). According
to BWM, the best (e.g. most desirable, most important) and the worst
(e.g. least desirable, least important) criteria are identified first by the
decision-maker. Pairwise comparisons are then conducted between
each of these two criteria (best and worst) and the other criteria (p.
49).” In other words, the best criterion is the most important criterion,
and the worst criterion is the least important criterion in the BWM. The
term “worst” is not synonymous with the term “unimportant.” It simply
means the criterion is “less important” than all other criteria (but is still
important). According to the BWM, the unimportant or irrelevant cri
teria should not be included in the BWM decision matrix.
The decision-maker first compares the best criterion with all other
criteria. The decision-maker then compares all criteria with the worst
criterion. A predefined scale of 1–9 is used to record the strength of the
references. Next, an optimization problem is formulated with these two
sets of pairwise comparisons as inputs. The optimal result of this opti
mization problem is the criteria weights. The significant features of the
BWM are less pairwise comparisons and more reliable results. Guo and
Zhao (2017) argue that in many real-world MCDM problems, the 1–9
pairwise comparison scale used in the BWM reflects qualitative judg
ments, which are characterized by uncertainty and ambiguity. They
propose fuzzy BWM to model the vague pairwise comparison judgments
in BWM. Similarly, we use the fuzzy BWM in this study to measure the
vague intensity of the user’s preferences for their P2P rental accom
modation criteria. The fuzzy BWM has been used in a wide range of
real-world problems including service management (Chen et al., 2020),
insurance product evaluation (Mi and Liao, 2019), energy planning
(Omrani et al., 2018), and organizational group decision making
(Hafezalkotob and Hafezalkotob, 2017), among others.

3. Proposed method
In this study, we propose a comprehensive and integrated MCDM
method for evaluating online home rentals by considering multiple and
often conflicting criteria. The weights of these criteria are considered
adjustable since the priority scores are personalized input variables in
the proposed framework. The proposed 10-step integrated framework
depicted in Fig. 1 is composed of the fuzzy beat-worst-method and
TOPSIS:
Step 1 (Choose the destination and extract criteria): The user
selects a destination, and a comprehensive set of criteria is constructed
based on the historical data and databases of the P2P rental accom
modation company.
Step 2 (Select and rate criteria): The potential guest (user) is
asked to select the criteria that best suit his/her needs and rate their
importance using a 1–5 scale with 1 representing slightly important, 2,
3, 4, and 5 representing extremely important. The scores provided here
are used to generate the best and worst criteria. The criterion with the
highest score is identified as the “best,” and the criterion with the
lowest score is identified as the “worst” criteria. An optional filtering
module is embedded in this step for those users who wish to filter price,
cancelation fee, travel purpose, and the number of accompanied people
for a more purposeful search by limiting the number of alternative
accommodations proposed by the system.
Step 3 (Determine the optimal fuzzy weights using the fuzzy
best-to-others and others-to-best vectors): Pairwise comparisons are
then used to compare the “best criterion” selected in Step 2 to all other
criteria according to the scale provided in Table 2(a). Let us consider a
simple example with four criteria A, B, C, and D presented in
Table 2(b). The importance scores of these five criteria are A = 3,

2.2.2. TOPSIS method
TOPSIS is a well-known compensatory MCDM method used to
compare a set of alternatives with reference to a positive ideal solution
(PIS) known as the ideal alternative, and a negative ideal solution (NIS)
known as the nadir alternative. The ideal alternative is a hypothetical
alternative with the most desirable outcomes for the evaluation criteria,
and the nadir alternative is a hypothetical alternative with the least
desirable outcomes for the evaluation criteria. The best alternative in
TOPSIS is the one with the shortest geometric distance from the ideal
alternative and farthest geometric distance from the nadir alternative
(Yoon, 1980; Hwang and Yoon, 1981). TOPSIS is extensively used to
solve a variety of tourism and hospitality management problems such as
4
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Fig. 1. Proposed framework.

B = 5, C = 2, and D = 4. Criterion B, with the highest score of 5 is
identified as the best criterion, and Criterion C, with the lowest score of
2 is identified as the worst criterion. In the best-to-others case, we find
the difference between the importance score of the best criterion (Cri
terion B) to others (Criteria A, C, and D), and find their importance
score differences. Table 2(a) is used to match each importance score
difference to a linguistic term and triangular fuzzy numbers. Accord
ingly, a vector of triangular fuzzy numbers is constructed for the bestto-others comparisons. Similarly, a vector of triangular fuzzy numbers
is constructed for the others-to-worst comparisons, as shown in
Table 2(b).
Next, we find the optimal fuzzy weights of the criteria using the
following constrained optimization model proposed by Guo and Zhao
(2017).

Notations
j: Criterion j
B: The best criterion
W : The worst criterion
VBj : The fuzzy Best-to-Others vector
VjW : The fuzzy Others-to-Worst vector
˜ B : The fuzzy weight of the best criterion
˜ W : The fuzzy weight of the worst criterion
˜ j : The fuzzy weight of criterion j

˜ : Max

{

˜B
˜j

VBj ,

˜j

VjW

˜W

}

Table 2
Triangular fuzzy numbers for the pairwise comparison differences and an example.
(a). Linguistic terms and their equivalent triangular fuzzy numbers
Difference

Linguistic terms

Triangular fuzzy numbers

0
1
2
3
4

Indifferent
Somewhat different
Moderately different
Very different
Extremely different

(1,1,1)
(2/3,1,3/2)
(3/2,2,5/2)
(5/2,3,7/2)
(7/2,4,9/2)

(b). Simple example
Criteria

Importance score

Best/Worst

Best-to-others

Others-to-worst

difference

Linguistic term

Triangular fuzzy numbers
vector

difference

Linguistic term

Triangular fuzzy numbers
vector

(3/2,2,5/2)

3 – 2=1

Somewhat different

(2/3,1,3/2)

(1,1,1)
(5/2,3,7/2)

5 – 2=3
2 – 2=0

Very different
Indifferent

(5/2,3,7/2)
(1,1,1)

(2/3,1,3/2)

4 – 2=2

Moderately
different

(3/2,2,5/2)

A

3

–

5 – 3=2

B
C

5
2

5 – 5=0
5 – 2=3

D

4

Best criterion
Worst
criterion
–

Moderately
different
indifferent
Very different

5 – 4=1

Somewhat different

5
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of criteria are deffuzified with Eq. (5).

Min ˜
s. t .
˜B
˜j

˜

VBj

˜j

˜

VjW

˜W

j

j

R ( ˜ j) = 1

l j + 4 × mj + u j

(1)

Where each of the parameters or fuzzy variables is represented by
three numbers (l, m , u) , indicating the pessimistic, most likely, and
optimistic states in triangular fuzzy numbers, respectively. Therefore,
these parameters and variables are expressed as follows:

d11
d21

VBj = (lBj , mBj , uBj )

DM =

VjW = (l jW , mjW , ujW )
˜ B = (lB , mB , uB )
˜ W = (lW , mW , uW )
˜ j = (l j , mj , uj )

l , then the proposed model
(3.1)

Min a*

(l j , mj , uj )
(lW , mW , uW )

(a*, a*, a*)

(lBj , mBj , uBj )|

(ljW , mjW , ujW )

WDM =

j

(a*, a*, a*)

lj

0

uj

(3.3)

(l j , mj , uj )
(lW , mW , uW )

are

(lB , mB , uB )
(l j , m j , u j )

× dm1

achieved

when

(lB , mB , uB )
(l j , mj , uj )

= (lBj , mBj , uBj )

between

(l j , m j , u j )
(lW , mW , uW )

(l jW , mjW , ujW )

× dm 2

j

…

n

× d1n
× d2n

n

× dmn

n

(7)

A* = (v1*, v2*, ..., v *j , ..., vn*)
A = (v1 , v2 , ..., v j , ..., vn )

(8)

vj* = {Max i (vij ), if j J ; Mini (vij ), if j J },
i, j
and
Where
v j = {Mini (vij ), if j J ; Maxi (vij ), if j J },
i, j . J and J represent the
set of benefits and cost criteria, respectively.
Step 9 (Calculate the distance of alternatives from the PIS and
NIS): In this step, Eq. (9) is used to calculate the distance of the al
ternatives from the PIS and the NIS.

and

and

0.5

disi* =

given in constraints (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Constraint (3.4)
guarantees that the total weight of the criteria is equal to 1. In trian
gular fuzzy numbers, the pessimistic weight (i.e. l j ) should be smaller
than the most likely weight (i.e., mj ), and the most likely weight should
be smaller than the optimistic weight (i.e., uj ). This requirement is
enforced by constraint (3.5). Finally, the weight of the criteria should
be a positive number, as shown by Constraint (3.6). In this study, the
optimal weights of criteria are obtained by implementing this con
strained optimization model with a GAMS program.
Step 4 (Evaluate the consistency of pairwise comparisons): In
this step, the consistency ratio of the pairwise comparisons is examined
by using Eq. (4). The closer the consistency ratio to zero, the greater the
consistency is. Table 3 presents the Consistency index for the fuzzy bestworst method.

q*
Consistency index

2

…
…
× dij

(3.6)

(lBj , mBj , uBj ) should be smaller than the objective function

Consistency ratio =

× d12
× d22

(3.5)

= (ljW , mjW , ujW ) . In other words, the maximum absolute

differences

1

× DM =

2

2

Where vij = j × dij .
Step 8 (Determine the PIS and NIS): In this step, the weighted
decision matrix and Eq. (8) are used to determine the PIS and the NIS.

The objective here is to minimize the maximum absolute differ
ences. According to Guo and Zhao (2017), the optimal weights for
criteria

× d11
× d21

v11 v12 … v1n
v21 v22 … v2n
=
vij
vm1 vm2 … vmn

(3.4)

j

mj

j

(3.2)

j

(6)

1

1

R ( ˜ j) = 1
lj

… d1n
… d2n
dij
… dmn

Where dij is the average score of alternative i for criterion j based on the
user’s views.
Step 7 (Construct the weighted decision matrix): In this step, the
deffuzified weights of criteria obtained in Step 7 are multiplied by the
decision matrix constructed in Step 8 to construct the weighted decision
matrix. Eq. (7) is used to perform this calculation.

(2)

Assuming ˜* = (a*, a*, a*) and a*
will be as follows:

s.t .
(l , mB , uB )
| B
(l j , mj , uj )

d12
d22

dm1 dm2

˜ = (l , m , u )

(5)

6

Where j represents the deffuzified weight of criterion j.
Step 6 (Score alternatives on each criterion and construct the
decision matrix): In this step, the alternatives are evaluated according
to each criterion based on the previous guest’s views. Most P2P rental
accommodations companies measure the reviewers’ (guests’) satisfac
tion with the alternative at play through online questionnaires, often
using a 1–10 scale. They then make the guests’ simple average scores
for each criterion publically available to all customers (Mellinas et al.,
2015).

j

j

=

(vij

vij*)2

(vij

vij )2

,

i = 1, 2, ..., m

j
0.5

disi =

,

i = 1, 2, ..., m

j

(9)

Step 10 (Calculate the closeness coefficient and rank the al
ternatives): In the final step, the closeness coefficient (CCi) of the al
ternatives are calculated using Eq. 10. The alternatives are then ranked
based on their CCi values in descending order.

CCi =

disi
,
disi* + disi

i = 1, 2, ..., m

(10)

The approach proposed in this study may seem similar to filtering in
MCDM. However, filtering, like the proposed approach, is an expedited
search process, but unlike the proposed approach, it performs the
search and ranking process based on the keywords or defined con
straints. In other words, the filtering process acts as a binary system,
and if the alternative does not include the selected keyword, it will not

(4)

Step 5 (Defuzzify criteria weights): In this step, the fuzzy weights
6
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Table 3
Consistency index for the fuzzy best-worst method.
Linguistic terms

ABW
Consistency index

Indifferent

Somewhat different

Moderately different

Very different

Extremely different

(1,1,1)

(0.667,1,1.5)

(1.5,2,2.5)

(2.5,3,3.5)

(3.5,4,4.5)

3

3.8

5.29

6.69

8.04

Fig. 2. Proposed DSS.

appear in the search results (i.e., the model is a non-compensatory
model). However, in the proposed approach, the alternatives are ranked
based on the user’s importance weights on each criterion.
Consequently, none of the alternatives are eliminated, even if they have
a poor performance score on specific criteria (i.e., the model is a
compensatory model). The proposed approach not only does not violate
the filtering principles but also allows the user to rank the alternatives
more purposefully by speeding up the search process and adding filters
to the proposed approach.

for criteria selection and weighing, and in Step 6 for scoring alternative
accommodations according to each criterion. The model management
component of the DSS then performs all necessary calculations and
presents the user with a ranking of alternative rental accommodations
based on his/her preferences presented in the output management
component of the DSS. The user can then terminate the process (if
happy with the recommendation) or perform “what-if analysis” by
considering various scenarios (i.e., adding/removing criteria, changing
importance weights, removing accommodation alternative, etc.) Next,
we explain the 10-step process for User A:
Step 1: In this step, User A chose Paris as the travel destination, and
the Airbnc system provided her with a comprehensive set of criteria
with relevant data for their accommodation listing. A sample set of 28
criteria divided into five different categories of evaluation, property,
neighborhood, economic, and distance factors, is presented in Fig. 3.
In this step, The data from the Airbnb database was used to retrieve
a list of potential alternative accommodations in Paris based on six
criteria of bathroom amenities, bedroom comfort, cleaning policy,
closeness to the city center, price flexibility, and total rating history
identified by User A.
Step 2: In this step, User A utilized the optional filtering module to
filter price, cancelation fee, travel purpose, and the number of accom
panied people for a more purposeful search. The user chose a price
range of $200-$299 per night, no cancellation fee, leisure travel, and
three accompanied people, as shown in Fig. 4. Next, she considered 28
criteria presented in Fig. 3 and selected the bathroom amenities, bed
room comfort, cleaning policy, closeness to the city center, price flex
ibility, and total rating history as her selection criteria. She then as
signed an importance score to her selected criteria using a 1–5 scoring

4. Case study
In this section, we present a simple test case with one user (User A)
in Airbnc2, an American P2P rental accommodations company, to de
monstrate the applicability of the method proposed in this study.
Airbnc is an online marketplace for arranging short-term rentals pri
marily as vacation properties. The company does not own any of the
properties and acts as a broker receiving commissions from each rental
transaction. The company is based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In
this case study, we developed a dynamic DSS at Airbnc, which com
posed of four components, including data management, user interface,
model management, and output management, as shown in Fig. 2.
The data management component of this dynamic DSS is used for
the criteria extraction process by retrieving data from external data
bases (market data) as well as Airbnc databases (company data). The
user interacts through the user interface component of the DSS in Step 2
2
The name of the P2P renal accommodations company is changed to protect
their anonymity.

7
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Fig. 3. Proposed framework.

Fig. 4. Filtering module selections for User A.

system. As shown in Table 4, User A, considered the price flexibility
criterion as her most important criterion, and the total rating history as
her least important criterion.
Step 3: The fuzzy best-to-others and others-to-worst vectors were

then calculated according to the pattern presented in Table 5.
Next, the optimal fuzzy criteria weights for User A were calculated
using the constraint optimization model proposed by Guo and Zhao
(2017). We applied the model to the fuzzy best-to-others and the fuzzy
8
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Table 4
Criteria importance scores for User A.
User

A

Importance score (1 = Slightly important … 5 = Extremely important)
Total rating history

Price flexibility

Closeness to the city center

Cleaning policy

Bedroom comfort

Bathroom amenities

1

5

4

3

4

2

Table 5
Fuzzy best-to-others vector and fuzzy others-to-worst vector for User A.
Vector

Criteria

Fuzzy best-to-others
Fuzzy others-to-worst

Total rating history

Price flexibility

Closeness to the city center

Cleaning policy

Bedroom comfort

Bathroom amenities

(7/2,4,9/2)
(1,1,1)

(1,1,1)
(7/2,4,9/2)

(2/3,1,3/2)
(5/2,3,7/2)

(3/2,2,5/2)
(3/2,2,5/2)

(2/3,1,3/2)
(5/2,3,7/2)

(5/2,3,7/2)
(2/3,1,3/2)

others-to-worst vectors and ran the GAMS software with the COUENNE
Solver. The following models were constructed for User A:

Table 6
Fuzzy weights of criteria for User A.
Criteria
Total rating history
Price flexibility
Closeness to the city center
Cleaning policy
Bedroom comfort
Bathroom amenities
a* = 0.299

(l j , mj , uj )

Min a*

(0.073,0.073,0.084)
(0.269,0.272,0.309)
(0.185,0.209,0.279)
(0.110,0.125,0.162)
(0.185,0.209,0.279)
(0.081,0.082,0.096)

s.t .

Table 7
Consistency ratio for User A.
User

Consistency index

a*

Consistency ratio

A

8.04

0.299

0.037

Table 8
Defuzzified weights of criteria for User A.
Criteria

j

Total rating history
Price flexibility
Closeness to the city center
Cleaning policy
Bedroom comfort
Bathroom amenities

=

l j + 4 × mj + u j

(l 2 , m 2 , u 2 )
(l1 , m1 , u1 )

7
9
( , 4, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l 2 , m 2 , u 2 )
(l 3 , m 3 , u 3 )

2
3
( , 1, )
3
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l 2 , m 2 , u2 )
(l4 , m4 , u4 )

3
5
( , 2, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l 2 , m 2 , u 2 )
(l5 , m5 , u5 )

2
3
( , 1, )
3
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l 2 , m 2 , u 2 )
(l6 , m6 , u6 )

5
7
( , 3, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l 3 , m 3 , u 3 )
(l1 , m1 , u1 )

5
7
( , 3, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l4 , m4 , u4 )
(l1 , m1 , u1 )

3
5
( , 2, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l5 , m5 , u5 )
(l1 , m1 , u1 )

5
7
( , 3, )
2
2

(a*, a*, a*)

(l6 , m6 , u6 )
(l1 , m1 , u1 )

2
3
( , 1, )
3
2

(a*, a*, a*)

6

0.075
0.278
0.217
0.129
0.217
0.085

Table 9
Weighted decision matrix for User A.
Alternatives

Total rating history

Price flexibility

Closeness to the city center

Cleaning policy

Bedroom comfort

Bathroom amenities

AC7
AC8
AC15
AC24
AC29
AC36
AC40
AC52
AC60
AC64
AC66
AC71

0.615
0.6375
0.5775
0.5325
0.6225
0.69
0.7125
0.6825
0.6525
0.5325
0.5625
0.69

2.1962
2.224
2.1128
2.1962
2.0016
2.1406
2.3908
2.502
1.9182
2.4742
2.5298
2.1128

1.6492
1.6492
1.5841
1.8879
1.4322
1.4973
1.5407
1.5841
1.4539
2.0398
1.9313
1.5624

0.9804
1.0449
0.9933
0.8901
0.8901
1.1094
0.9546
1.1352
0.8514
0.8514
0.8901
1.1352

1.6492
1.7143
1.6058
1.9096
1.4973
1.8228
1.5407
1.6492
1.3671
1.8662
1.953
1.6058

0.7905
0.7225
0.663
0.6715
0.765
0.731
0.6885
0.731
0.6375
0.646
0.68
0.765

9
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Table 10
PIS and NIS points for User A.
Ideal/Anti-Ideal

Total rating history

Price flexibility

Closeness to the city center

Cleaning policy

Bedroom comfort

Bathroom amenities

PIS ( A* )
NIS ( A )

0.7125
0.5325

2.5298
1.9182

2.0398
1.4322

1.1352
0.8514

1.953
1.3671

0.7905
0.6375

optimal fuzzy criteria weights for User A, as shown in Table 6.
Step 4: In this step, we confirmed the consistency of the pairwise
comparisons. The consistency ratios were calculated using Eq. (4) and
Table 5. The consistency ratios for User A is presented in Table 7. As
shown in this table, the consistency ratio for User A is 0.037 (close to
zero), confirming the high consistency of the pairwise comparisons.
Step 5: In this step, Eq. (5) was used to defuzzify the fuzzy weights
of criteria. The defuzzified weights of criteria for User A are presented
in Table 8.
Step 6: In this step, the historical rating scores of the alternative
accommodations are retrieved from the database. These rating scores
are the collection of previous guests’ opinions on each property for each
criterion. The Online Supplementary File presents the rating scores of
the 73 available accommodations in Paris according to the criteria se
lected by User A. The optional filtering module used by User A to filter
price, cancelation fee, travel purpose, and the number of accompanied
people reduced the number of alternative accommodations from 73 to
12. We have highlighted the filtering effect in the Online
Supplementary File by identifying the 61 eliminated alternatives, and
the remaining 12 alternative accommodations. We should note alter
natives, not including at least one of the filters considered by user A, are
removed.
Step 7: In this step, we constructed the weighted decision matrix
according to Eq. (7) by multiplying the deffuzified weights of criteria in
the decision matrix presented in Table 8. The weighted decision ma
trices for User A is presented in Table 9.
Step 8: In this step, we used Eq. (8) to determine the PIS and the NIS
for User A, as shown in Table 10.
Step 9: In this step, we found the alternative distances from the PIS
and the NIS for User A, according to Eq. (9), as shown in Table 11.
Step 10: In this step, we used Eq. (10) and calculated the CCi of the
alternatives. The alternatives were then ranked based on their CCi va
lues in descending order. The ranking of alternatives based on the
preferences of User A is presented in Table 12. In addition, the average
score of the criteria for each alternative is defined as the website score
in Table 12. The system calculates the sum of the criteria ratings and
divides it by the number of criteria for calculating the website score for
each accommodation. The weights of criteria are considered similarly
in this system. Table 13 shows the final ranking of the 12 alternative
accommodations in Paris according to the preferences of User A along
with the total rating history provided on the Airbnc website. As shown
in Table 12, the rankings obtained for both groups (User A and the
website) are different from each other in many alternatives.
In this case study, we considered 12 alternatives for ranking. The
Airbnc website, on average, offers 73 P2P rental accommodations for
each search. As the number of alternative P2P accommodations in
creases, the decision becomes more cumbersome and time-consuming
for the users justifying the need for a dynamic DSS to support users in
their decision-making process.
What-if analysis: “What-if” analysis is the process of determining
the effects on the outcomes in a model through changes in the input
variables and/or assumptions. The prototype developed at Airbnc has a
user-friendly interface allowing users to easily change their preferences
and receive updated ranking through the output management compo
nent of the system. Here, we demonstrate two “what-if” analysis sce
narios performed by User A.

Table 11
The distance of alternatives from PIS and NIS for User A.
Alternative

dis*

dis

AC7
AC8
AC15
AC24
AC29
AC36
AC40
AC52
AC60
AC64
AC66
AC71

0.624196
0.566977
0.746134
0.492830
0.961592
0.683701
0.693854
0.552422
1.080816
0.380064
0.326430
0.723536

0.500809
0.562888
0.375142
0.762828
0.223073
0.601228
0.557594
0.745158
0.121946
0.963061
0.985210
0.483119

Table 12
Alternative accommodation rankings for User A and the website.
Alternative

User A

AC7
AC8
AC15
AC24
AC29
AC36
AC40
AC52
AC60
AC64
AC66
AC71

Website

CCi

Rank

Total rating

Rank

0.445161
0.498190
0.334567
0.607513
0.188300
0.467907
0.445559
0.574268
0.101388
0.717030
0.751128
0.400379

8
5
10
3
11
6
7
4
12
2
1
9

8.03
8.10
7.58
7.88
7.48
8.23
7.97
8.40
7.12
8.03
8.23
8.20

5
4
8
7
9
2
6
1
10
5
2
3

Table 13
The revised criteria weights for User A in the “what-if” Scenario 1.
Criteria

(l j , mj , uj )

Total rating history
Price flexibility
Cleaning policy
Bedroom comfort
Bathroom amenities

j

(0.084,0.090,0.096)
(0.307,0.342,0.352)
(0.141,0.180,0.217)
(0.236,0.284,0.318)
(0.093,0.110,0.129)

=

l j + 4 × mj + u j
6

0.090
0.338
0.180
0.282
0.110

l + 4 × m3 + u3
l1 + 4 × m1 + u1
l + 4 × m2 + u 2
)+( 2
)+( 3
)
6
6
6
l + 4 × m4 + u4
)+
+( 4
6
l + 4 × m5 + u5
l + 4 × m6 + u 6
(5
)+( 6
)=1
6
6
(

l1
l4

m1
m4

u1 ; l2
u4 ; l5

m2
m5

u2 ; l3
u5 ; l6

m3
m6

u3
u6

l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 > 0anda* > 0
We then solved the absolute value equation by splitting the equation
and solving the split equations (See Appendix A). We ran a GAMS
program with the COUEENE Solver presented in Appendix B to find the

• Scenario
10

1 (Removing the criterion “closeness to the city
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Table 14
The revised alternative rankings for User A in the “what-if” Scenario 1.
Alternative

AC7
AC8
AC15
AC24
AC29
AC36
AC40
AC52
AC60
AC64
AC66
AC71

Initial solution

Scenario 1 solution

CCinitial

Rank

CCscenario

Rank

0.445161
0.498190
0.334567
0.607513
0.188300
0.467907
0.445559
0.574268
0.101388
0.717030
0.751128
0.400379

8
5
10
3
11
6
7
4
12
2
1
9

0.482152
0.563248
0.372759
0.568473
0.231166
0.603555
0.516571
0.693659
0.110860
0.649451
0.721518
0.472810

8
6
10
5
11
4
7
2
12
3
1
9

CCscenario – CCinitial

Percent change

Direction change

0.0370
0.0651
0.0382
−0.0390
0.0429
0.1356
0.0710
0.1194
0.0095
−0.0676
−0.0296
0.0724

8.31%
13.06%
11.42%
−6.43%
22.76%
28.99%
15.94%
20.79%
9.34%
−9.42%
−3.94%
18.09%

↑
↑
↑
↓
↑↑
↑↑
↑
↑↑
↑
↓
↓
↑

Note: Double arrows represent intense changes > .20 %.

system updated the criteria weights with the BWM, as shown in
Table 15. Next, by rerunning Steps 6 through 10 of the model, the 12
alternative accommodations were reranked according to their CCs, as
shown in Table 16. As shown in Table 16, the sensitivity of the pro
posed approach to User A’s new preferences is more intense since the
ranking of ten alternatives (AC7, AC15, AC24, AC29, AC36, AC52,
AC60, AC64, AC66, and AC71) were changed. This confirms the high
sensitivity of the proposed approach to user preferences with three
somewhat intense changes of over 20 %. In addition, for some alter
native accommodations such as AC9 and AC5, the change in their CC
ratings was significantly large.

Table 15
The revised criteria weights for User A in the “what-if” Scenario 2.
Criteria

(l j , mj , uj )

Total rating history
Price flexibility
Closeness to the city center
Cleaning policy
Bedroom comfort
Bathroom amenities

(0.269,0.272,0.309)
(0.073,0.073,0.084)
(0.185,0.209,0.279)
(0.110,0.125,0.162)
(0.185,0.209,0.279)
(0.081,0.082,0.096)

j

=

l j + 4 × mj + u j
6

0.278
0.075
0.217
0.129
0.217
0.085

center”)

5. Conclusion and discussion

In Scenario 1, User A removed the “closeness to the city center”
criterion without changing any importance weights. In response, the
system updated the criteria weights with the BWM, as shown in
Table 13. Next, by rerunning Steps 6 through 10 of the model, the 12
alternative accommodations were reranked according to their CCs, as
shown in Table 14. As shown in Table 14, the rankings of five alter
natives (AC8, AC24, AC36, AC52, and AC64) were changed. This con
firms the sensitivity of the proposed approach to user preferences with
three somewhat intense changes of over 20 %.

The sharing economy and the P2P accommodation rentals have
penetrated the hospitality industry and continue to grow at a remark
able pace. Deciding where to stay for business or leisure is often con
fusing and time-consuming. There are more accommodation options
and places to stay than hotels, which allow travelers to relax and feel at
home. The review of the sharing economy and the P2P accommodation
rental literature shows that the majority of platforms currently used for
accommodation selection are based on sorting and filtering data or
database queries. One of the disadvantages of these platforms is their
inability to take into consideration users’ preferences in the search
process. Another disadvantage of these platforms is their inability to
consider different importance weights for multiple selection criteria. In
this study, we proposed the first dynamic DSS that considers users’
preferences to conduct a comprehensive and purposeful search of the
accommodation rental market. The proposed DSS is composed of a

• Scenario 2 (Swapping the importance of the “total rating his
tory” and “price flexibility” criteria)

In Scenario 2, User A swapped the importance rating of the “total
rating history” and “price flexibility” criteria while keeping the im
portance rating of all remaining criteria unchanged. In response, the
Table 16
The revised alternative rankings for User A in the “what-if” Scenario 2.
Alternative

AC7
AC8
AC15
AC24
AC29
AC36
AC40
AC52
AC60
AC64
AC66
AC71

Initial solution

Scenario 2 solution

CCinitial

Rank

CCscenario

Rank

0.445161
0.498190
0.334567
0.607513
0.188300
0.467907
0.445559
0.574268
0.101388
0.717030
0.751128
0.400379

8
5
10
3
11
6
7
4
12
2
1
9

0.446806
0.523751
0.313929
0.490068
0.303829
0.579181
0.513543
0.563356
0.323508
0.518120
0.559684
0.541502

9
5
11
8
12
1
7
2
10
6
3
4

Note: Double arrows represent intense changes > .20 %.
11

CCscenario – CCinitial

Percent change

Change

0.002
0.026
−0.021
−0.117
0.116
0.111
0.068
−0.011
0.222
−0.199
−0.191
0.141

0.37%
5.13%
−6.17%
−19.33%
61.35%
23.78%
15.26%
−1.90%
219.08%
−27.74%
−25.49%
35.25%

↑
↑
↓
↓
↑↑
↑↑
↑
↓
↑↑
↓↓
↓↓
↑↑
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Fig. 5. What-if analysis user interface.

alternative rental accommodations. We used the fuzzy BWM to measure
the strength of the user’s preferences and the TOPSIS to score and
evaluate alternative P2P accommodations.

relational data management component, a friendly user interface
component, a powerful model management component, and an in
tegrated output management component. The model management
component integrates the fuzzy BWM and fuzzy TOPSIS to rank the
12
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5.1. Discussions and interpretations

module. As shown in this figure, the user can simply click on a factor to
include it in the what-if analysis scenario by assigning a priority score
between 1–5, as described in Step 3. A factor in the what-if analysis
dialog box can be simply excluded from the analysis by simply re
moving its priority score. We suggest practicing managers keep the
interface simple, use common user interface elements (i.e., checkboxes,
dropdown lists), be purposeful in page layout, and use color and texture
strategically and effectively in user interface design.
Airbnc, like other accommodation platforms, does not own the
property listed on its platform. It provides a marketplace for customers
to do business with providers. The most important aspect of Airbnc’s
business model is that it must attract both peer customers and peer
providers. High levels of customer satisfaction and provider positive
experience are strong predictors of loyalty, retention, and repurchase
for Airbnc.

The proposed P2P system at Airbnc has several unique features for
producing efficient and effective searches. Four optional filters on price
range, cancelation fee, accompanied people, and travel purpose are
used to eliminate dominated alternative accommodations and provide
users with a more purposeful search experience. Reducing alternative
accommodations improve efficiency and enhance user satisfaction. As
shown in the case study, if User A does not use the filtering system, the
proposed DSS will provide him/her with 73 alternative accommoda
tions. Because of information overload, the user may have difficulty
deciding between 73 alternative accommodations. However, by ap
plying the optional filtering system, the number of alternative accom
modations were reduced to 12 properties. Another unique feature of the
P2P system at Airbnc is the what-if analysis module capable of de
termining the effects on the outcomes in a model through changes in
the input variables and/or assumptions. The what-if analysis module
allows users to easily change their preferences and receive updated
ranking through the output management component of the system.

5.4. Future research directions
Most technological innovations and new approaches suffer from
limitations. Focusing on these limitations can pave the way for future
research. This study is no exception. In this paper, the inter
dependencies and causal relationships among criteria have not been
taken into consideration while calculating the criteria weights.
Considering the interdependencies between the selection criteria using
methods such as the decision making trial and evaluation laboratory
(DEMATEL), or considering the causal relationships between the se
lection criteria with methods such as the weighted influence non-linear
gauge system (WINGS) are promising areas for continued and future
research. Furthermore, the DSS proposed in this study is designed for
single decision-makers. Another future research direction is to design
and develop a group DSS for P2P rental accommodation decisions in
volving multiple decision-makers. Finally, we encourage researchers to
design and develop negotiation support systems to improve commu
nication and negotiation between peer customers and peer providers in
the P2P accommodation rental industry.

5.2. Theoretical contributions
The theoretical contributions of this study are threefold:
a Open data theory refers to sharing information about goods and
services through online platforms to increase the value and con
sumption of those goods and services. Many private and public en
terprises are promoting open data initiatives to enable their custo
mers or public more efficient access and use of their products and
services. Our system is designed to promote open data and sharing
economy.
b Information overload theory refers to the difficulty in under
standing and processing an issue and effectively making decisions
when one has too much information about that issue. Information
overload results in tension and cognitive overload, which leads to
leads to irritability and poor thinking. Our system is designed to
avoid information overload in decision making by minimizing the
number of alternative accommodations based on user preferences.
c Autonomous decision systems theory refers to the process of
making decisions by automated means through DSSs with minimal
human intervention. Autonomous decision systems can lead to ef
ficient and consistent decisions, particularly when a very large vo
lume of data needs to be analyzed quickly in dynamic environments.
Our system is designed to use minimum human judgments com
pared to the existing DSSs with conventional multi-criteria decision
models requiring multi-layer judgments and pairwise comparisons.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

5.3. Practical implications

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the
online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhm.2020.102653.

There are two types of user experiences on the online P2P platform
markets: peer providers who list their accommodations, and peer cus
tomers who search for accommodations. The practical benefits of the
proposed system for the peer customer are the ability to reduce the
solution space and avoid information overload through filtering, the
ability to select personalized criteria and importance weights through
customization, and the ability to ask what-if questions through sensi
tivity analysis. Conducting purposeful searches with the filtering, per
sonalization, and what-if capabilities are positive experiences that are
at the core of customer satisfaction in the P2P accommodation rental
industry. These capabilities embedded in the proposed system are de
signed to produce successful searches and minimize problems such as
customer cancellations, product not as described, or additional charges
sought, among others. Another important feature of the proposed
system is user-friendliness. The user interface for the Airbnc system is
simple and intuitive. A typical user can operate the program online with
no training. Fig. 5 presents the user interface for the what-if analysis
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